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HOWROOM made a huge

impression on his debut at

Goodwood on September 5

when running out the convincing

winner of a valuable maiden. The

Motivator colt, owned by Highclere

Thoroughbred Racing’s Nick Skelton

Syndicate, is pictured above on the

Kingsley Park gallops under Bhagwan

Singh.

The Peter Willett Maiden Stakes over

a mile attracted a field of 11 runners,

and was run on rain-softened ground.

Showroom was ridden by PJ McDonald

and drawn in stall two. Quickly into

stride, he was able to grab the running

rail early on and set out to make all the

running.

Controlling the race from the front,

the Motivator colt was asked to

lengthen by PJ with two furlongs to run.

The response was immediate and

Showroom surged clear of his field by

the furlong pole. Maintaing a high

tempo in the final furlong, Showroom

simply had to be pushed

out to score by five

lengths from Ship of the

Fen, with Knightly

Spirit a length and a

quarter back in third.

“As debuts go, that

couldn’t have gone any better,” a

delighted PJ McDonald told the Klarion

after the race. 

“He did everything right. He was

very professional and pinged the gate

like an experienced handicapper. He

was very relaxed and, when I asked

him, he galloped them into the ground.”

Deirdre Johnston was at Goodwood

and was delighted by Showroom’s

debut run. 

“That was lovely,” she commented

after the colt had left the winner’s

enclosure. 

“He’s such a straightforward horse,

and very laid back. He was happy to

stand for the photographs after the race.

It looked so easy for him and he didn’t

see another horse!”

Deirdre was at pains to point out that

Showroom remains a work in progress. 

“He’s a very different type to our

two-year-olds like Cardsharp and

Threading,” she maintained. 

“For him, it was always going to be

about next year.”

The colt’s debut caused quite a stir.

Thoroughbred Daily News accorded

Showroom ‘Rising Star’ status on

account of the performance, and

Highclere’s Harry Herbert was excited

by the colt’s display. 

“What this horse has is a great

cruising speed, but he showed today he

can also quicken off it,” he told the

press after the race.

Showroom was bought by Mark for

just €30,000 at the Arqana Autumn

Yearling Sale at Deauville last year. The

sire, Motivator, won the Racing Post

Trophy and the Derby and originally

stood at the Royal Studs at

Sandringham, but the son of Montjeu

was transferred to the Haras du Quesnay

in 2012 and has produced the Group 1

winners Ridasiyna and the great Treve.

His dam, Lemon Twist (by Marju),

was herself unraced, but she has

produced the Nayef filly Al Wathna,

who landed the Prix de Malleret (Group

2) at Saint-Cloud for

Jean-Claude Rouget

and Al Shaqab

Racing last summer,

and who is also

Listed and Group 3-

placed. 
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